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PUNCTUATION

COMMAS ( , ) should be used to separate items in a list.
Crafting a chessboard requires a table saw a sander and lots of glue.

COMMAS can be used to link dependent clauses to independent clauses
While they were once endangered by commercial whaling humpback whale populations have

recently grown at a rapid rate.

COMMAS can be also used to link independent clauses with help from a

coordinating (FANBOYS) conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so.
Almonds are the world's most consumed tree nut but walnuts are a close second.

Almonds are the world's most consumed tree nut, walnuts are a close second.



PUNCTUATION

COMMAS ( , ) should be used to separate items in a list.
Incorrect: Crafting a chessboard requires a table saw a sander and lots of glue.

Correct: Crafting a chessboard requires a table saw, a sander, and lots of glue.

COMMAS can be used to link dependent clauses to independent clauses
Incorrect: While they were once endangered by commercial whaling humpback whale populations

have recently grown at a rapid rate.

Correct: While they were once endangered by commercial whaling, humpback whale populations

have recently grown at a rapid rate.

COMMAS can be also used to link independent clauses with help from a

coordinating (FANBOYS) conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so.
Incorrect: Almonds are the world's most consumed tree nut but walnuts are a close second.

Incorrect: Almonds are the world's most consumed tree nut, walnuts are a close second.

Correct: Almonds are the world's most consumed tree nut, but walnuts are a close second.



APOSTROPHES are used to indicate possession (e.g. Spot’s, spots’)

APOSTROPHES are also used to contract or shorten words (e.g. Don’t, they’re).

Possessive Pronouns: Possessive pronouns never use apostrophes!
Example: yours, hers, ours, theirs, its

Singular Possessive: to make a singular noun possessive, add an apostrophe & s (’s)
Examples: sister's smartphone, cat's collar, Justin's moves, nurse's uniform, horse's hooves

Plural Possessive: to make most plural nouns possessive, just add an apostrophe ( ' )
Examples: my friends' playlists, the dogs' barking, the nurses' uniforms, horses' hooves

Plural Possessive: When the plural noun you want to make possessive doesn't already 

end with an s, then add an apostrophe and an s ( 's )
Examples: children's toys, women's clothing, men's room, mice's whiskers, dice's spots

PUNCTUATION



COLONS are used to introduce Explanations, Descriptions, and Definitions.
Many tech companies fail for the same reason the lack of a market need for their products.

COLONS are also used to give a list of items.
The advent of cellular biology has led to the classification of organisms into three distinct domains,

bacteria, archaea, and eukaryota.

COLONS can only appear at the end of an independent clause.
Mathematics, a variety of interrelated quantitative disciplines, includes: algebra, calculus, trigonometry,

and more.

PUNCTUATION



COLONS are used to introduce Explanations, Descriptions, and Definitions.
Incorrect: Many tech companies fail for the same reason the lack of a market need for their products.

Correct: Many tech companies fail for the same reason: the lack of a market need for their products.

COLONS are also used to give a list of items.
Incorrect: The advent of cellular biology has led to the classification of organisms into three

distinct domains, bacteria, archaea, and eukaryota.

Correct: The advent of cellular biology has led to the classification of organisms into three

distinct domains: bacteria, archaea, and eukaryota.

COLONS can only appear at the end of an independent clause.
Incorrect: Mathematics, a variety of interrelated quantitative disciplines, includes: algebra, calculus,

trigonometry, and more.

Correct: Mathematics includes a variety of interrelated quantitative disciplines: algebra, calculus,

trigonometry, and more.

PUNCTUATION



SEMI-COLONS are used to link independent clauses (without a conjunction).

The Zebra tomato ripens without turning red, it's difficult to know when one is ready to eat.

SEMI-COLONS are also used to separate list items that already contain commas.
While the United Nations is headquartered in New York City, it also has central offices in Nairobi,

Kenya, Geneva, Switzerland, and Vienna, Austria.

A comma splice error occurs when a comma links two independent clauses without a

coordinating conjunction. We can often fix these errors with a SEMI-COLON.
Incorrect: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar played professional basketball for twenty seasons, he retired as the NBA's

all-time leader in points scored.

PUNCTUATION



SEMI-COLONS are used to link independent clauses (without a conjunction).

Incorrect: The Zebra tomato ripens without turning red, it's difficult to know when one is ready to eat.

Correct: The Zebra tomato ripens without turning red; it's difficult to know when one is ready to eat.

SEMI-COLONS are also used to separate list items that already contain commas.
Incorrect: While the United Nations is headquartered in New York City, it also has central offices

in Nairobi, Kenya, Geneva, Switzerland, and Vienna, Austria.

Correct: While the United Nations is headquartered in New York City, it also has central offices

in Nairobi, Kenya; Geneva, Switzerland; and Vienna, Austria.

A comma splice error occurs when a comma links two independent clauses without a

coordinating conjunction. We can often fix these errors with a SEMI-COLON.
Incorrect: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar played professional basketball for twenty seasons, he retired as the NBA's

all-time leader in points scored.

Correct: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar played professional basketball for twenty seasons; he retired as the NBA's

all-time leader in points scored.

PUNCTUATION



COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS combine two sentences or ideas that are

of equal value.

To join two independent clauses with a coordinating conjunction, place a

comma before the coordinator.

FANBOYS
For (effect/cause): Jasmine is afraid of dogs, for she was bitten by a dog when she was young.

And (addition): Isaiah lives in Livermore, and his parents live nearby in Pleasanton.

Nor (addition of negatives): Mary doesn’t want to go to college, nor does she want to find a job.

But (contrast): Abdul likes to read, but he prefers to watch television.

Or (alternative): Jose thinks he wants to study math, or he might be interested in fire fighting.

Yet (contrast): Justin really likes to run in the morning, yet he hates getting up early.

So (cause/effect): Maria loves dogs, so she went to the animal shelter to adopt one.

CONJUNCTION



SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS combine two sentences or ideas in a

way that makes one more important than the other.
Examples of subordinators.

•Although (contrast): Michelle loves coffee although it upsets her stomach.

•Because (cause/effect): Marty drinks tea because it is filled with healthy antioxidants.

•When (time): when Kisha gets up in the morning, she drinks a glass of water with lemon.

•If (condition): If Angelo doesn't have his morning coffee, he feels grumpy all day.

Subordinator Relationship/Meaning

although, even though, though, whereas, while contrast

since, because cause/effect

if, unless condition

after, as soon as, before, whenever, when, until time

CONJUNCTION



TRANSITION WORDS, also known as conjunctive adverbs, are used to join full

sentences or independent clauses. They require different punctuations.

For joining two sentences with a conjunctive adverb, you need to have a semi-colon

before the word and a comma after it.

• However (contrast): Cycling class is a tough workout; however, I attend three times a week.

• Therefore (cause/effect): Erin takes regular Pilates classes; therefore, she is very strong.

• For example (general to specific): There are many fun exercises; for example, I take

kickboxing and weight- lifting.

• In fact (emphasis): phat is obsessed with running; in fact, he is out running right now.

TRANSITION WORDS
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CONJUNCTION, PUNCTUATION & TRANSITION

1. Truman Capote's nonfiction book, In Cold Blood is considered the first, greatest true crime novel.

2. It’s easy to see, even on the dreariest of days – how Paris has earned it's reputation as the City of

Love.

3. In the past, coffees were blended and branded to suit a homogenous popular taste, and that has

recently changed in response to a growing awareness of regional differences.

4. The Taj Mahal is regarded as one of the eight wonders of the world, although some historians have

noted that its architectural beauty has never been surpassed.
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CONJUNCTION, PUNCTUATION & TRANSITION

1. Truman Capote's nonfiction book, In Cold Blood is considered the first, greatest true crime novel.

Truman Capote's nonfiction book, In Cold Blood is considered the first and the greatest true crime novel.

2. It’s easy to see, even on the dreariest of days – how Paris has earned it's reputation as the City of

Love.

It’s easy to see, even on the dreariest of days, how Paris has earned its reputation as the City of Love.

3. In the past, coffees were blended and branded to suit a homogenous popular taste, and that has

recently changed in response to a growing awareness of regional differences.

In the past, coffees were blended and branded to suit a homogenous popular taste, but that has recently

changed in response to a growing awareness of regional differences.

4. The Taj Mahal is regarded as one of the eight wonders of the world, although some historians have

noted that its architectural beauty has never been surpassed.

The Taj Mahal is regarded as one of the eight wonders of the world, and some historians have noted that its

architectural beauty has never been surpassed.
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5. Pyramids are most commonly associated with ancient Egypt, so it comes as a surprise to many people

that Nubian civilization, located in modern-day Sudan, produced far more pyramids than Egyptian

civilization ever did.

6. César Chávez became an iconic figure as the leader of the Farm Workers' movement; but it was as a

martyr who embodied the contrast between Mexico and the United States that he commanded the most

attention.

7. The Atlantic bluefin tuna is considered a delicacy from Osaka to Omaha, but its sheer popularity

among consumers has caused its population to plummet over the past several decades.

CONJUNCTION, PUNCTUATION & TRANSITION
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5. Pyramids are most commonly associated with ancient Egypt, so it comes as a surprise to many people that Nubian

civilization, located in modern-day Sudan, produced far more pyramids than Egyptian civilization ever did.

No Correction

6. César Chávez became an iconic figure as the leader of the Farm Workers' movement; but it was as a martyr who

embodied the contrast between Mexico and the United States that he commanded the most attention.

César Chávez became an iconic figure as the leader of the Farm Workers' movement, but it was as a martyr who embodied

the contrast between Mexico and the United States that he commanded the most attention.

7. The Atlantic bluefin tuna is considered a delicacy from Osaka to Omaha, but its sheer popularity among

consumers has caused its population to plummet over the past several decades.

No Error

CONJUNCTION, PUNCTUATION & TRANSITION
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8. When the Mayan city of Palenque was first discovered, it was completely overwhelmed by the plant

life of the rainforest, today it is a massive archaeological site that attracts thousands of tourists each

year.

9. The eyes of many predatory animals are designed to enhance depth perception, however, in other

organisms, they are designed to maximize the visual field.

10. The Mid-Autumn Festival, a popular harvest festival celebrated in Asia, dates back 3,000 years to

China's Shang Dynasty, and is traditionally held on the fifteenth day of the eighth month.

CONJUNCTION, PUNCTUATION & TRANSITION
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8. When the Mayan city of Palenque was first discovered, it was completely overwhelmed by the plant life

of the rainforest, today it is a massive archaeological site that attracts thousands of tourists each year.

When the Mayan city of Palenque was first discovered, it was completely overwhelmed by the plant life of the

rainforest; today it is a massive archaeological site that attracts thousands of tourists each year.

9. The eyes of many predatory animals are designed to enhance depth perception, however, in other

organisms, they are designed to maximize the visual field.

The eyes of many predatory animals are designed to enhance depth perception; however, in other organisms, they

are designed to maximize the visual field.

10. The Mid-Autumn Festival, a popular harvest festival celebrated in Asia, dates back 3,000 years to

China's Shang Dynasty, and is traditionally held on the fifteenth day of the eighth month.

The Mid-Autumn Festival, a popular harvest festival celebrated in Asia, dates back 3,000 years to China's Shang

Dynasty and is traditionally held on the fifteenth day of the eighth month.

The Mid-Autumn Festival, a popular harvest festival celebrated in Asia, dates back 3,000 years to China's Shang

Dynasty, and it is traditionally held on the fifteenth day of the eighth month.

CONJUNCTION, PUNCTUATION & TRANSITION



A) NO CHANGE

B) health; however, experts insist

C) health, but experts insisting

D) health, nevertheless, experts insist

11
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q11

Many common substances found in household 

items are dangerous to people's          health, 

however, experts insist that they are harmless 

in very small amounts. In addition, factors such 

as temperature or length of exposure may 

affect substances' potential to cause harm.

11



A) NO CHANGE

B) health; however, experts insist

C) health, but experts insisting

D) health, nevertheless, experts insist

11
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q11

Many common substances found in household 

items are dangerous to people's          health, 

however, experts insist that they are harmless 

in very small amounts. In addition, factors such 

as temperature or length of exposure may 

affect substances' potential to cause harm.

11



A) NO CHANGE

B) groups' members

C) groups, members

D) groups members,
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q12-Q16

Every clinical drug trial conducted today 

randomly assigns patients to one of two

groups: members of the first group receive a 

real drug, while members of the second receive 

an inactive pill or substance known as a 

placebo. Some placebos contain          sugar, 

others consist of distilled water or saline 

solution. Patients are not told which one they 

are taking, and that information is hidden from 

researchers as well. Remarkably, the patients 

taking the inactive drug tend to show some       

improvement, this is a result known as the 

placebo effect.

12

13

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) groups' members

C) groups, members

D) groups members,
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q12-Q16

Every clinical drug trial conducted today 

randomly assigns patients to one of two

groups: members of the first group receive a 

real drug, while members of the second receive 

an inactive pill or substance known as a 

placebo. Some placebos contain          sugar, 

others consist of distilled water or saline 

solution. Patients are not told which one they 

are taking, and that information is hidden from 

researchers as well. Remarkably, the patients 

taking the inactive drug tend to show some       

improvement, this is a result known as the 

placebo effect.

12

13

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) sugar, so others 

C) sugar, however, others

D) sugar; others

13
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q12-Q16

Every clinical drug trial conducted today 

randomly assigns patients to one of two

groups: members of the first group receive a 

real drug, while members of the second receive 

an inactive pill or substance known as a 

placebo. Some placebos contain          sugar, 

others consist of distilled water or saline 

solution. Patients are not told which one they 

are taking, and that information is hidden from 

researchers as well. Remarkably, the patients 

taking the inactive drug tend to show some       

improvement, this is a result known as the 

placebo effect.

12

13

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) sugar, so others 

C) sugar, however, others

D) sugar; others

13
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q12-Q16

Every clinical drug trial conducted today 

randomly assigns patients to one of two

groups: members of the first group receive a 

real drug, while members of the second receive 

an inactive pill or substance known as a 

placebo. Some placebos contain          sugar, 

others consist of distilled water or saline 

solution. Patients are not told which one they 

are taking, and that information is hidden from 

researchers as well. Remarkably, the patients 

taking the inactive drug tend to show some       

improvement, this is a result known as the 

placebo effect.

12

13

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) improvement, and such findings are

C) improvement, a result

D) improvement, this is

14
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q12-Q16

Every clinical drug trial conducted today 

randomly assigns patients to one of two

groups: members of the first group receive a 

real drug, while members of the second receive 

an inactive pill or substance known as a 

placebo. Some placebos contain          sugar, 

others consist of distilled water or saline 

solution. Patients are not told which one they 

are taking, and that information is hidden from 

researchers as well. Remarkably, the patients 

taking the inactive drug tend to show some       

improvement, this is a result known as the 

placebo effect.

12

13

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) improvement, and such findings are

C) improvement, a result

D) improvement, this is

14
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q12-Q16

Every clinical drug trial conducted today 

randomly assigns patients to one of two

groups: members of the first group receive a 

real drug, while members of the second receive 

an inactive pill or substance known as a 

placebo. Some placebos contain          sugar, 

others consist of distilled water or saline 

solution. Patients are not told which one they 

are taking, and that information is hidden from 

researchers as well. Remarkably, the patients 

taking the inactive drug tend to show some       

improvement, this is a result known as the 

placebo effect.

12

13

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) puzzling side effects – nausea 

C) puzzling side effects; nausea,

D) puzzling side effects, nausea,

15
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Writing and Language – 02

Alongside the benefits, however, people 

taking placebos often report         puzzling side 

effects: nausea, headaches, or pain – that are

unlikely to come from an inert tablet. The 

problem is that people in a clinical trial are given 

exactly the same health warnings, whether 

they are taking the real drug or the placebo. The 

expectation of symptoms can produce physical 

effects in some placebo takers. 

16

15



A) NO CHANGE

B) puzzling side effects – nausea 

C) puzzling side effects; nausea,

D) puzzling side effects, nausea,

15
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Writing and Language – 02

Alongside the benefits, however, people 

taking placebos often report         puzzling side 

effects: nausea, headaches, or pain – that are

unlikely to come from an inert tablet. The 

problem is that people in a clinical trial are given 

exactly the same health warnings, whether 

they are taking the real drug or the placebo. The 

expectation of symptoms can produce physical 

effects in some placebo takers. 

16

15



A) NO CHANGE

B) their taking the real drug or the placebo.

C) are they taking the real drug or the placebo?

A) they are taking the real drug or the placebo?

16
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Writing and Language – 02

Alongside the benefits, however, people 

taking placebos often report         puzzling side 

effects: nausea, headaches, or pain – that are

unlikely to come from an inert tablet. The 

problem is that people in a clinical trial are given 

exactly the same health warnings, whether 

they are taking the real drug or the placebo. The 

expectation of symptoms can produce physical 

effects in some placebo takers. 

16

15



A) NO CHANGE

B) their taking the real drug or the placebo.

C) are they taking the real drug or the placebo?

A) they are taking the real drug or the placebo?

16
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Writing and Language – 02

Alongside the benefits, however, people 

taking placebos often report         puzzling side 

effects: nausea, headaches, or pain – that are

unlikely to come from an inert tablet. The 

problem is that people in a clinical trial are given 

exactly the same health warnings, whether 

they are taking the real drug or the placebo. The 

expectation of symptoms can produce physical 

effects in some placebo takers. 

16

15



COMPARISON

LOGICAL COMPARISON refers to the idea that comparisons must be made

between two things of the same type.

I prefer the novels of Charles Dickens to Thomas Hardy.

Olympus Mons, the tallest mountain on Mars, is over two and a half times taller than that

of Mount Everest.

LOGICAL COMPARISON: it is also important to create parallel structures.

It's rarely better to run from your problems than confronting them.



COMPARISON

LOGICAL COMPARISON refers to the idea that comparisons must be made

between two things of the same type.

Incorrect: I prefer the novels of Charles Dickens to Thomas Hardy.

Correct: I prefer the novels of Charles Dickens to the novels of Thomas Hardy.

Correct: I prefer the novels of Charles Dickens to those of Thomas Hardy.

Incorrect: Olympus Mons, the tallest mountain on Mars, is over two and a half times taller

than that of Mount Everest.

Correct: Olympus Mons, the tallest mountain on Mars, is over two and a half times taller

than Mount Everest.

LOGICAL COMPARISON is also important to create parallel structures.

Incorrect: It's rarely better to run from your problems than confronting them.

Correct: It's rarely better to run from your problems than to confront them.
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COMPARISONS

Q17. The writings of John Locke, unlike Thomas Hobbes, emphasize the idea that people are by nature

both reasonable and tolerant.

Q18. Company officials announced that there would be no major changes made to the eligibility

requirements for its benefits package, an offering that makes its plan more generous than other major

retailers.

Q19. As a part of its application, the university asks students to compose a short essay in which they

compare their educational interests and goals to that of other students.

Q20. David Cerny, the daring Czech sculptor who shook the eastern European art world during the

1990s, has been accused of pursuing an artistic and political rebellion that is bolder and louder than his

predecessors.
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COMPARISONS

Q17. The writings of John Locke, unlike Thomas Hobbes, emphasize the idea that people are by nature both

reasonable and tolerant.

The writings of John Locke, unlike those of Thomas Hobbes, emphasize the idea that people are by nature both reasonable

and tolerant.

Q18. Company officials announced that there would be no major changes made to the eligibility requirements for its

benefits package, an offering that makes its plan more generous than other major retailers.

Company officials announced that there would be no major changes made to the eligibility requirements for its

benefits package, an offering that makes its plan more generous than those of other major retailers.

Q19. As a part of its application, the university asks students to compose a short essay in which they compare their

educational interests and goals to that of other students.

As a part of its application, the university asks students to compose a short essay in which they compare their

educational interests and goals to those of other students.

Q20. David Cerny, the daring Czech sculptor who shook the eastern European art world during the 1990s, has been

accused of pursuing an artistic and political rebellion that is bolder and louder than his predecessors.

David Cerny, the daring Czech sculptor who shook the eastern European art world during the 1990s, has been accused of

pursuing an artistic and political rebellion that is bolder and louder than those of his predecessors.
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Writing and Language – 02

Q21. Unlike dyslexia, people with dysgraphia often suffer from fine motor-skills problems that leave

them unable to write clearly.

Q22. Today's neuroscientists, unlike thirty years ago, have access to sophisticated instrumentation that

has only been developed over the past decade.

Q23. Across the United States, companies are taking advantage not only of retirees' expertise and in

addition their desire to stay involved and engaged with the world through work.

Q24. After weeks of protests, the workers have finally agreed to discuss the overtime dispute with both

outside mediators in addition to company officials.
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Writing and Language – 02

Q21. Unlike dyslexia, people with dysgraphia often suffer from fine motor-skills problems that leave them unable to

write clearly.

Unlike those with dyslexia, people with dysgraphia often suffer from fine motor-skills problems that leave them unable to

write clearly.

Q22. Today's neuroscientists, unlike thirty years ago, have access to sophisticated instrumentation that has only

been developed over the past decade.

Today's neuroscientists, unlike those of thirty years ago, have access to sophisticated instrumentation that has only been

developed over the past decade.

Q23. Across the United States, companies are taking advantage not only of retirees' expertise and in addition their

desire to stay involved and engaged with the world through work.

Across the United States, companies are taking advantage not only of retirees' expertise but also of their desire to stay

involved and engaged with the world through work.

Q24. After weeks of protests, the workers have finally agreed to discuss the overtime dispute with both outside

mediators in addition to company officials.

After weeks of protests, the workers have finally agreed to discuss the overtime dispute with both outside mediators and

company officials.
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Writing and Language – 02

Q25. Often stereotyped as savants because of their depictions in movies such as Rain Man, people on the

autistic spectrum are typically neither superhuman memory machines or incapable of performing

everyday tasks.

Q26. Obedience to authority is not only a way for rulers to keep order in totalitarian states, and it is the

foundation on which such states exist.

Q27. Finding himself cornered, the thief was forced to choose between leaping ten stories to the ground

or surrendering to the police.

Q28. Audiences find the play at once amusing because of the comedic skills of its leading actors, but it is

also tedious because of its excessive length.
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Writing and Language – 02

Q25. Often stereotyped as savants because of their depictions in movies such as Rain Man, people on the autistic

spectrum are typically neither superhuman memory machines or incapable of performing everyday tasks.

Often stereotyped as savants because of their depictions in movies such as Rain Man, people on the autistic spectrum are

typically neither superhuman memory machines nor incapable of performing everyday tasks.

Q26. Obedience to authority is not only a way for rulers to keep order in totalitarian states, and it is the foundation

on which such states exist.

Obedience to authority is not only a way for rulers to keep order in totalitarian states but also the foundation on which such

states exist.

Q27. Finding himself cornered, the thief was forced to choose between leaping ten stories to the ground or

surrendering to the police.

Finding himself cornered, the thief was forced to choose between leaping ten stories to the ground and surrendering to the

police.

Q28. Audiences find the play at once amusing because of the comedic skills of its leading actors, but it is also tedious

because of its excessive length.

Audiences find the play at once amusing because of the comedic skills of its leading actors and tedious because of its

excessive length.



PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION

PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION is the idea that when two or more words, phrases, or

clauses are linked, they should share the same structure.

• Penny likes running, biking, and to swim.

• Sentences written with parallel structure are tidy, elegant, and persuade effectively.

• There are two ways to get to the Olympics: training hard enough to qualify as an athlete, or you

can buy tickets.

• Aladdin closed his eyes, gripped the lamp, and had rubbed with all his might.



PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION

PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION is the idea that when two or more words, phrases, or

clauses are linked, they should share the same structure.

Incorrect: Penny likes running, biking, and to swim.

Correct: Penny likes running, biking, and swimming.

Incorrect: Sentences written with parallel structure are tidy, elegant, and persuade effectively.

Correct: Sentences written with parallel structure are tidy, elegant, and persuasive.

Incorrect: There are two ways to get to the Olympics: training hard enough to qualify as an athlete,

or you can buy tickets.

Correct: There are two ways to get to the Olympics: training hard enough to qualify as an athlete,

or buying tickets.

Incorrect: Aladdin closed his eyes, gripped the lamp, and had rubbed with all his might.

Correct: Aladdin closed his eyes, gripped the lamp, and rubbed with all his might.
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PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION

Q29. The candidate's platform included tax code reform, an improved school system, and reviving good

relations with the unions.

Q30. Good study practices are not so much about working hard, but rather how well you use your time.

Q31. The more you get to know her, the more likely it is that you will like her.

Q32. The food here is not only exceptionally fresh, but its price is also very reasonable.

Q33. The financial crisis of 2007 was exacerbated by the esoteric nature of certain financial instruments,

skittish investors, and the lack of awareness of regulators.
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PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION

Q29. The candidate's platform included tax code reform, an improved school system, and reviving good relations

with the unions.

The candidate's platform included reforming tax codes, improving school system, and reviving good relations with the

unions.

Q30. Good study practices are not so much about working hard, but rather how well you use your time.

Good study practices are not so much about working hard, but about using your time well.

Q31. The more you get to know her, the more likely it is that you will like her.

The more you get to know her, the more you will like her.

Q32. The food here is not only exceptionally fresh, but its price is also very reasonable.

The food here is not only exceptionally fresh, but also reasonably priced.

Q33. The financial crisis of 2007 was exacerbated by the esoteric nature of certain financial instruments, skittish

investors, and the lack of awareness of regulators.

The financial crisis of 2007 was exacerbated by the esoteric nature of certain financial instruments, skittish investors, and

oblivious (ignorant/unaware) regulators.
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PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION

Q34. Ms Bennett is appreciated by her colleagues because she is very supportive and has a lot of

knowledge.

Q35. I can't decide whether I should give Maria the tickets, or Caitlyn.

Q36. The United States experienced a contraction in wealth, an increase in risk spreads, and the credit

markets were deteriorating.

Q37. I prefer the romantic virtuosity of Liszt, as opposed to Chopin's emotional accessibility.

Q38. The festival draws crowds from across the country that come not so much for the music but rather

because of the spirit of free expression.
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PARALLEL CONSTRUCTION

Q34. Ms Bennett is appreciated by her colleagues because she is very supportive and has a lot of knowledge.

Ms. Bennett is appreciated by her colleagues because she is very supportive and highly knowledgeable.

Q35. I can't decide whether I should give Maria the tickets, or Caitlyn.

I can't decide whether I should give the tickets to Maria or to Caitlyn.

Q36. The United States experienced a contraction in wealth, an increase in risk spreads, and the credit markets

were deteriorating.

The United States experienced a contraction in wealth, an increase in risk spreads, and a deterioration in the credit

markets.

Q37. I prefer the romantic virtuosity of Liszt, as opposed to Chopin's emotional accessibility.

I prefer the romantic virtuosity of Liszt, as opposed to the emotional accessibility of Chopin.

Q38. The festival draws crowds from across the country that come not so much for the music but rather because of

the spirit of free expression.

The festival draws crowds from across the country that come not so much for the music as for the spirit of free expression.



A) NO CHANGE

B) or they act like sharks,

C) or sharks.

D) or as sharks.

39

44

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q39-Q41

Spiders are predators. In the insect 

world, they're fearsome animals - the tiny 

equivalent of wolves, lions,          or acting like 

sharks, Spiders use a wide range of strategies 

to capture prey, including trapping it in sticky 

webs, lassoing it with sticky bolas, and           to 

mimic other insects in order to avoid detection.

Trap door spiders dig holes,         covering them 

up with doors made of spider silk and lying in 

wait for passing prey.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) or they act like sharks,

C) or sharks.

D) or as sharks.

39
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q39-Q41

Spiders are predators. In the insect 

world, they're fearsome animals - the tiny 

equivalent of wolves, lions,          or acting like 

sharks, Spiders use a wide range of strategies 

to capture prey, including trapping it in sticky 

webs, lassoing it with sticky bolas, and           to 

mimic other insects in order to avoid detection.

Trap door spiders dig holes,         covering them 

up with doors made of spider silk and lying in 

wait for passing prey.

41
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40



A) NO CHANGE

B) they mimic

C) mimicking

D) mimic
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q39-Q41

Spiders are predators. In the insect 

world, they're fearsome animals - the tiny 

equivalent of wolves, lions,          or acting like 

sharks, Spiders use a wide range of strategies 

to capture prey, including trapping it in sticky 

webs, lassoing it with sticky bolas, and           to 

mimic other insects in order to avoid detection.

Trap door spiders dig holes,         covering them 

up with doors made of spider silk and lying in 

wait for passing prey.

41
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A) NO CHANGE

B) they mimic

C) mimicking

D) mimic
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q39-Q41

Spiders are predators. In the insect 

world, they're fearsome animals - the tiny 

equivalent of wolves, lions,          or acting like 

sharks, Spiders use a wide range of strategies 

to capture prey, including trapping it in sticky 

webs, lassoing it with sticky bolas, and           to 

mimic other insects in order to avoid detection.

Trap door spiders dig holes,         covering them 

up with doors made of spider silk and lying in 

wait for passing prey.

41

39

40



A) NO CHANGE

B) covering them up with doors made of spider silk, 

and to lie

C) cover them up with doors made of spider silk, and 

then they lie

D) to cover them up with doors made of spider silk, 

and lying
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q39-Q41

Spiders are predators. In the insect 

world, they're fearsome animals - the tiny 

equivalent of wolves, lions,          or acting like 

sharks, Spiders use a wide range of strategies 

to capture prey, including trapping it in sticky 

webs, lassoing it with sticky bolas, and           to 

mimic other insects in order to avoid detection.

Trap door spiders dig holes,         covering them 

up with doors made of spider silk and lying in 

wait for passing prey.

41
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A) NO CHANGE

B) covering them up with doors made of spider silk, 

and to lie

C) cover them up with doors made of spider silk, and 

then they lie

D) to cover them up with doors made of spider silk, 

and lying

41

49

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q39-Q41

Spiders are predators. In the insect 

world, they're fearsome animals - the tiny 

equivalent of wolves, lions,          or acting like 

sharks, Spiders use a wide range of strategies 

to capture prey, including trapping it in sticky 

webs, lassoing it with sticky bolas, and           to 

mimic other insects in order to avoid detection.

Trap door spiders dig holes,         covering them 

up with doors made of spider silk and lying in 

wait for passing prey.

41

39

40



A) NO CHANGE

B) spelling.

C) the ways words are spelled.

D) how you spell words

42

50

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q42-Q44

Copy editors review documents for 

errors in grammar, punctuation, and         how 

words are spelled. They suggest revisions such 

as changing words and          to rearrange

sentences and paragraphs to improve clarity or 

accuracy. They also may carry out research, 

confirm sources for writers, and          will verify

facts, dates, or statistics. Finally, they may 

arrange page layouts of articles, photographs, 

and advertisements.
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42
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A) NO CHANGE

B) spelling.

C) the ways words are spelled.

D) how you spell words

42

51

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q42-Q44

Copy editors review documents for 

errors in grammar, punctuation, and         how 

words are spelled. They suggest revisions such 

as changing words and          to rearrange

sentences and paragraphs to improve clarity or 

accuracy. They also may carry out research, 

confirm sources for writers, and          will verify

facts, dates, or statistics. Finally, they may 

arrange page layouts of articles, photographs, 

and advertisements.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) rearranging

C) rearrange

D) will rearrange

43
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Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q42-Q44

Copy editors review documents for 

errors in grammar, punctuation, and         how 

words are spelled. They suggest revisions such 

as changing words and          to rearrange

sentences and paragraphs to improve clarity or 

accuracy. They also may carry out research, 

confirm sources for writers, and          will verify

facts, dates, or statistics. Finally, they may 

arrange page layouts of articles, photographs, 

and advertisements.

43

42

44



A) NO CHANGE

B) rearranging

C) rearrange

D) will rearrange

43

53

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q42-Q44

Copy editors review documents for 

errors in grammar, punctuation, and         how 

words are spelled. They suggest revisions such 

as changing words and          to rearrange

sentences and paragraphs to improve clarity or 

accuracy. They also may carry out research, 

confirm sources for writers, and          will verify

facts, dates, or statistics. Finally, they may 

arrange page layouts of articles, photographs, 

and advertisements.

43

42

44



A) NO CHANGE

B) verifying

C) they verify

D) verify

44

54

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q42-Q44

Copy editors review documents for 

errors in grammar, punctuation, and         how 

words are spelled. They suggest revisions such 

as changing words and          to rearrange

sentences and paragraphs to improve clarity or 

accuracy. They also may carry out research, 

confirm sources for writers, and          will verify

facts, dates, or statistics. Finally, they may 

arrange page layouts of articles, photographs, 

and advertisements.

43

42
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A) NO CHANGE

B) verifying

C) they verify

D) verify

44

55

Writing and Language – 02

Refer to the passage below for Q42-Q44

Copy editors review documents for 

errors in grammar, punctuation, and         how 

words are spelled. They suggest revisions such 

as changing words and          to rearrange

sentences and paragraphs to improve clarity or 

accuracy. They also may carry out research, 

confirm sources for writers, and          will verify

facts, dates, or statistics. Finally, they may 

arrange page layouts of articles, photographs, 

and advertisements.

43

42

44



DICTION & IDIOMS

Such problems include words that are mixed up as they look and sound

similar (e.g., “than” and “then”) Or have similar but distinct meanings (e.g.,

“fewer” and “less”).

In order to pick the most appropriate, we must focus on the word in context.

The principle spoke at the school assembly.

Some Common Examples:

Elicit/Illicit Eminent/Imminent Patience/Patients

Perspective/Prospective Respectfully/Respectively Site/Sight/Cite

Wander/Wonder Than/Then Much/Many

Less/Fewer Affect/Effect Accept/Except



DICTION & IDIOMS
Such problems include words that are mixed up as they look and sound

similar (e.g., “than” and “then”) Or have similar but distinct meanings (e.g.,

“fewer” and “less”).

In order to pick the most appropriate, we must focus on the word in context.

Incorrect: The principle spoke at the school assembly.

Correct: The principal spoke at the school assembly.

Some Common Examples:

Elicit/Illicit Eminent/Imminent Patience/Patients

Perspective/Prospective Respectfully/Respectively Site/Sight/Cite

Wander/Wonder Than/Then Much/Many

Less/Fewer Affect/Effect Accept/Except
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DICTION & IDIOMS

Q45. Even the most trivial news seems to (affect/effect) the stock prices immediately.

Q46. Even the most aggressive pesticides could not (delete/remove/eradicate/abolish) the beetles.

Q47. The (moral/morale) of the troops was at an all-time low during the Christmas season.

Q48. That scarf really (compliments/complements) your outfit.

Q49. Many well-trained oenologists can (separate/distinguish/acknowledge) the tastes of dozens of different

grapes.

Q50. The article emphasized the low voter turnout in order to (imply/infer) that the senator may not have been

elected by a true majority.

Q51. The justices can debate a case for weeks before a formal ruling is (appointed/specified/given/designated).
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DICTION & IDIOMS

Q45. Even the most trivial news seems to (affect/effect) the stock prices immediately.

Q46. Even the most aggressive pesticides could not (delete/remove/eradicate/abolish) the beetles.

Q47. The (moral/morale) of the troops was at an all-time low during the Christmas season.

Q48. That scarf really (compliments/complements) your outfit.

Q49. Many well-trained oenologists can (separate/distinguish/acknowledge) the tastes of dozens of different grapes.

Q50. The article emphasized the low voter turnout in order to (imply/infer) that the senator may not have been elected by a

true majority.

Q51. The justices can debate a case for weeks before a formal ruling is (appointed/specified/given/designated).



60

DICTION & IDIOMS
Q52. It may be years before we understand how pollution from the new power plant might (affect/effect) the regional

environment.

Q53. The negotiations became very (apprehensive/tense/fretful/anxious) when the topic of old tribal conflicts was

broached.

Q54. Heather was the (principal/principle) author of the study that was recently published in a prominent scientific

magazine.

Q55. Although enormously popular among filmgoers, the movie was soundly (disparaged/confronted/eradicated/impaired)

by critics.

Q56. The words and images in advertisements are carefully chosen to subtly (compel/extort/oppress/oblige) consumers into

buying things they may not want.

Q57. Try as they might, the hikers could not find the (antidote/anecdote) to the snake venom.

Q58. The acid solution was so potent that we had to (dilute/delude) it with water before we could use it safely.

Q59. Annie's project (overshadowed/outstripped/exceeded) all of our expectations.
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DICTION & IDIOMS
Q52. It may be years before we understand how pollution from the new power plant might (affect/effect) the regional

environment.

Q53. The negotiations became very (apprehensive/tense/fretful/anxious) when the topic of old tribal conflicts was

broached.

Q54. Heather was the (principal/principle) author of the study that was recently published in a prominent scientific

magazine.

Q55. Although enormously popular among filmgoers, the movie was soundly (disparaged/confronted/eradicated/impaired)

by critics.

Q56. The words and images in advertisements are carefully chosen to subtly (compel/extort/oppress/oblige) consumers into

buying things they may not want.

Q57. Try as they might, the hikers could not find the (antidote/anecdote) to the snake venom.

Q58. The acid solution was so potent that we had to (dilute/delude) it with water before we could use it safely.

Q59. Annie's project (overshadowed/outstripped/exceeded) all of our expectations.



Which choice most effectively establishes the main

topic of the paragraph?

A) NO CHANGE

B) Those who have experienced the process of

immigrating to America, however, almost universally

express admiration for its system.

C) Without new policies to make immigration

processes more expedient, most countries and

immigrants will continue to pay the price of

inefficiency.

D) Immigrants to the United States, however, tend to

have fewer complaints than those traveling to

countries such as Germany, for example.

60

62

Writing and Language – 02

SENTENCE & PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE

The thing about airport immigration lines is that you

only get to experience how awful other countries

are. A bit like driving, we swear at the idiots around

us, while convincing ourselves of our own

irreproachability because we never get to hear the

exasperation of those we have just cut off. Still,

there must be nowhere in the rich world in which

immigration is as consistently difficult as in

America. Things have certainly improved with the

introduction of ESTA visa system, but still the lines

at American airports can last hours and the

immigration officers bend over backwards to

assist new immigrants in acclimating to their new

home.
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Which choice most effectively establishes the main

topic of the paragraph?

A) NO CHANGE

B) Those who have experienced the process of

immigrating to America, however, almost universally

express admiration for its system.

C) Without new policies to make immigration

processes more expedient, most countries and

immigrants will continue to pay the price of

inefficiency.

D) Immigrants to the United States, however, tend to

have fewer complaints than those traveling to

countries such as Germany, for example.
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Writing and Language – 02

SENTENCE & PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE

The thing about airport immigration lines is that you

only get to experience how awful other countries

are. A bit like driving, we swear at the idiots around

us, while convincing ourselves of our own

irreproachability because we never get to hear the

exasperation of those we have just cut off. Still,

there must be nowhere in the rich world in which

immigration is as consistently difficult as in

America. Things have certainly improved with the

introduction of ESTA visa system, but still the lines

at American airports can last hours and the

immigration officers bend over backwards to

assist new immigrants in acclimating to their new

home.

60

61



Which choice most effectively supports the

paragraph's central claim?

A) NO CHANGE

B) work to create an atmosphere of professionalism

and respect unrivalled in the world.

C) tend towards an unappealing blend of the surly

and the incompetent.

D) often dispense with bureaucratic formalities so as

to move people through the system more quickly.
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Writing and Language – 02

The thing about airport immigration lines is that you

only get to experience how awful other countries

are. A bit like driving, we swear at the idiots around

us, while convincing ourselves of our own

irreproachability because we never get to hear the

exasperation of those we have just cut off. Still,

there must be nowhere in the rich world in which

immigration is as consistently difficult as in

America. Things have certainly improved with the

introduction of ESTA visa system, but still the lines

at American airports can last hours and the

immigration officers bend over backwards to

assist new immigrants in acclimating to their new

home.
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Which choice most effectively supports the

paragraph's central claim?

A) NO CHANGE

B) work to create an atmosphere of professionalism

and respect unrivalled in the world.

C) tend towards an unappealing blend of the surly

and the incompetent.

D) often dispense with bureaucratic formalities so as

to move people through the system more quickly.

61
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Writing and Language – 02

The thing about airport immigration lines is that you

only get to experience how awful other countries

are. A bit like driving, we swear at the idiots around

us, while convincing ourselves of our own

irreproachability because we never get to hear the

exasperation of those we have just cut off. Still,

there must be nowhere in the rich world in which

immigration is as consistently difficult as in

America. Things have certainly improved with the

introduction of ESTA visa system, but still the lines

at American airports can last hours and the

immigration officers bend over backwards to

assist new immigrants in acclimating to their new

home.

60

61
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Writing and Language – 02



The writer would like to make an addition to the end

of this sentence that will accurately reflect more of

the data in the chart. Which choice best achieves this

goal?

A) NO CHANGE

B) and close to three hours at Miami, although wait

times differ depending on the airport and the time of

day.

C) but only from three to five p.m.

D) while immigrants from other countries fared

better at less crowded points of entry.
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Writing and Language – 02

[1] The Daily Telegraph reports that travellers on a British

Airways flight have waited up to 138 minutes to clear

immigration at JFK. [2] So many of the four million Britons

who travel to the United States each year will no doubt be

delighted to hear of a plan to station American immigration

officers at two British airports – London Heathrow, and

Manchester. [3] These will process travellers before they

leave the country, and with luck considerably speed up

entrance at the other end. [4] Some officials have expressed

misgivings about the feasibility of the program. [5] And, as

the Telegraph goes on, processing people before they board

the plane would be popular on both sides of the pond:
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The writer would like to make an addition to the end

of this sentence that will accurately reflect more of

the data in the chart. Which choice best achieves this

goal?

A) NO CHANGE

B) and close to three hours at Miami, although wait

times differ depending on the airport and the time of

day.

C) but only from three to five p.m.

D) while immigrants from other countries fared

better at less crowded points of entry.
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[1] The Daily Telegraph reports that travellers on a British

Airways flight have waited up to 138 minutes to clear

immigration at JFK. [2] So many of the four million Britons

who travel to the United States each year will no doubt be

delighted to hear of a plan to station American immigration

officers at two British airports – London Heathrow, and

Manchester. [3] These will process travellers before they

leave the country, and with luck considerably speed up

entrance at the other end. [4] Some officials have expressed

misgivings about the feasibility of the program. [5] And, as

the Telegraph goes on, processing people before they board

the plane would be popular on both sides of the pond:
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To improve the focus of the second paragraph, which

sentence should be deleted?

A) Sentence I

B) Sentence 2

C) Sentence 4

D) Sentence 5
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Writing and Language – 02

[1] The Daily Telegraph reports that travellers on a British

Airways flight have waited up to 138 minutes to clear

immigration at JFK. [2] So many of the four million Britons

who travel to the United States each year will no doubt be

delighted to hear of a plan to station American immigration

officers at two British airports – London Heathrow, and

Manchester. [3] These will process travellers before they

leave the country, and with luck considerably speed up

entrance at the other end. [4] Some officials have expressed

misgivings about the feasibility of the program. [5] And, as

the Telegraph goes on, processing people before they board

the plane would be popular on both sides of the pond:
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To improve the focus of the second paragraph, which

sentence should be deleted?

A) Sentence I

B) Sentence 2

C) Sentence 4

D) Sentence 5
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[1] The Daily Telegraph reports that travellers on a British

Airways flight have waited up to 138 minutes to clear

immigration at JFK. [2] So many of the four million Britons

who travel to the United States each year will no doubt be

delighted to hear of a plan to station American immigration

officers at two British airports – London Heathrow, and

Manchester. [3] These will process travellers before they

leave the country, and with luck considerably speed up

entrance at the other end. [4] Some officials have expressed

misgivings about the feasibility of the program. [5] And, as

the Telegraph goes on, processing people before they board

the plane would be popular on both sides of the pond:
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A) NO CHANGE

B) find

C) sense

D) get

64

71

Writing and Language – 02

There has also been concern in the White House at

the poor impression visitors to the U.S. obtain of

the country on their arrival at a time when tourism

plays an increasingly important role in the American

economy.

[...] The Obama administration believes [the

move] would improve the country's safety by

preventing terrorists' boarding a plane in the first

place.

"I want to take every opportunity we have to

expand homeland security beyond our borders,” said

[Jeh] Johnson [America's homeland security

secretary] last year. "To use a football metaphor, I'd

much rather defend our end-zone from the 50-yard

line than our one-yard line.“
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A) NO CHANGE

B) find

C) sense

D) get
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There has also been concern in the White House at

the poor impression visitors to the U.S. obtain of

the country on their arrival at a time when tourism

plays an increasingly important role in the American

economy.

[...] The Obama administration believes [the

move] would improve the country's safety by

preventing terrorists' boarding a plane in the first

place.

"I want to take every opportunity we have to

expand homeland security beyond our borders,” said

[Jeh] Johnson [America's homeland security

secretary] last year. "To use a football metaphor, I'd

much rather defend our end-zone from the 50-yard

line than our one-yard line.“

64
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A) NO CHANGE.

B) from our one-yard line

C) on our one-yard line

D) while standing on the one-yard line
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There has also been concern in the White House at

the poor impression visitors to the U.S. obtain of

the country on their arrival at a time when tourism

plays an increasingly important role in the American

economy.

[...] The Obama administration believes [the

move] would improve the country's safety by

preventing terrorists' boarding a plane in the first

place.

"I want to take every opportunity we have to

expand homeland security beyond our borders,” said

[Jeh] Johnson [America's homeland security

secretary] last year. "To use a football metaphor, I'd

much rather defend our end-zone from the 50-yard

line than our one-yard line.“

64
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A) NO CHANGE.

B) from our one-yard line

C) on our one-yard line

D) while standing on the one-yard line
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Writing and Language – 02

There has also been concern in the White House at

the poor impression visitors to the U.S. obtain of

the country on their arrival at a time when tourism

plays an increasingly important role in the American

economy.

[...] The Obama administration believes [the

move] would improve the country's safety by

preventing terrorists' boarding a plane in the first

place.

"I want to take every opportunity we have to

expand homeland security beyond our borders,” said

[Jeh] Johnson [America's homeland security

secretary] last year. "To use a football metaphor, I'd

much rather defend our end-zone from the 50-yard

line than our one-yard line.“

64
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A) NO CHANGE

B) flying from, or refuelling at, 

C) flying or refuelling in

D) flying from or also, refuelling at,

66
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Pre-arrival clearance has been available for

those flying, or refuelling at, Shannon

airport in Ireland for some time. This was one of

the benefits of IAG, the parent of British

Airways, acquiring Aer Lingus, an Irish carrier.

Eight other European airports may also be

included in the scheme, reports the Telegraph,

including Schiphol in Amsterdam, Madrid-

Barajas and Arlanda Airport in Stockholm. Still,

it will probably take two years for officials on

both sides of the Atlantic to agree upon and then

implement the scheme in Britain. And, of

course, there is always the danger that the

immigration officers that are sent over here will

be just as surly and incompetent as those they

employ at home. But let's stay optimistic.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) flying from, or refuelling at, 

C) flying or refuelling in

D) flying from or also, refuelling at,
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Pre-arrival clearance has been available for

those flying, or refuelling at, Shannon

airport in Ireland for some time. This was one of

the benefits of IAG, the parent of British

Airways, acquiring Aer Lingus, an Irish carrier.

Eight other European airports may also be

included in the scheme, reports the Telegraph,

including Schiphol in Amsterdam, Madrid-

Barajas and Arlanda Airport in Stockholm. Still,

it will probably take two years for officials on

both sides of the Atlantic to agree upon and then

implement the scheme in Britain. And, of

course, there is always the danger that the

immigration officers that are sent over here will

be just as surly and incompetent as those they

employ at home. But let's stay optimistic.
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Thank you


